
From:
To: Parking Office
Subject: DD/591/29 A20 London road
Date: 17 January 2022 18:59:12

Good afternoon,

Ref:DD/591/29 A20 London road

I very much agree with this proposal as it is becoming increasingly difficult to enter or exit my work premises.
It can only make the safety aspect better for all concerned.

Thanks

Sent from my iPhone



From:
To: Parking Office
Subject: DD/591/29 A20
Date: 10 January 2022 16:39:53
Importance: High

Afternoon
 
Thank you for your recent consultation regarding proposed new “No waiting at
any time” double yellow lines outside Tower Industrial Estate.
 
We write to register our objection to removing the parking bays outside of Tower
Industrial Estate as these are the only visitor and overflow parking for the entire
industrial estate.  The introduction of the parking bays has had a detrimental
impact for the businesses within Tower Industrial Estate as the previous, wider
parking availability was reduced by the introduction of these parking bays.
Removing the bays and therefore preventing any parking would further damage
businesses.
 
We agree that vehicles do park on the wider verge areas and also double park in
the ‘layby’ which does need to be addressed. We would welcome the opportunity
of discussing alternative proposals to control the parking outside of the marked
parking bays although do again reiterate that we object to the removal of the
existing bays.
 
Should you wish to discuss alternative proposals we can arrange, and
accommodate a meeting with the various business owners within Tower Industrial
Estate where alternative arrangements could be discussed and considered.
 
We welcome the opportunity of discussing alternative restrictions and look
forward to hearing whether this is possible.    
 
Regards,
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From:
To: Parking Office
Cc:
Subject: Ref ; DD/591/29 A20 London Road
Date: 17 January 2022 18:53:21

Dear Sirs
 
Ref : DD/591/29 A20 London Road
 
This proposal is long overdue, We have already had a number of near misses trying to
safely enter and exit the site.
Cary, vans & Lorries are doubled & Tripple parked all along the layby, directly obscuring
our view when trying to enter the highway A20.
The double parking makes it very dangerous for myself and my staff to safely come and
go,
It is only a matter of time until someone is killed,
 
This is Urgent and needs addressing right away please,
 
I am in Favour of the proposal for changes to the on street parking arrangements for
A20 London Road as shown on plan DD/591/29
 
Kindest regards
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From:
To: Parking Office
Subject: DD/591/29 A20 London road
Date: 14 January 2022 18:30:56

Dear Sirs,
 
I am fully in favour of the proposal to alter the parking restrictions on the A20 London road.
 
I work on the Tower Ind Est and have frequently encountered issues in leaving my work
premisses due to the vehicles which are double and sometimes triple parked on the slip
road/layby area.
I have had several near misses when exiting onto the A20 so would welcome the addition of
restrictions to improve safety.
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